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Abstract: Returnable transport items (RTI) are used for the handling and transportation of products
in the supply chain. Examples of RTIs include plastic polyboxes, stillages or pallets. We consider
a network where RTIs are used by multiple suppliers to deliver parts packed in RTIs to multiple
customers. We address the short‑term planning of empty‑RTI flows (i.e., reverse flows) which con‑
sists of optimizing the transportation routes used to return empty RTIs from customers to suppliers.
A transportation route consists of one or several trucks traveling from a customer to a supplier at
a given frequency. The RTI short‑term planning problem is critical because it impacts the continu‑
ity of loaded‑RTI flows and affects the transportation and shortage costs of empty RTIs incurred at
the very‑short‑term. We study a heterogeneous fleet of automotive parts RTIs, under two config‑
urations: pool RTIs, which are standard RTIs shared between suppliers, and dedicated RTIs that
are specific to each supplier. To solve the short‑term planning problem, we develop a two‑step ap‑
proach using mixed‑integer linear programming (MILP) and a greedy heuristic. For pool RTIs, our
models enable a reduction of 30% in the number of trucks used and 20% in the distance traveled.
Furthermore, if dedicated and pool RTIs are jointly planned, this would enable a 9% gain in terms of
transportation costs.

Keywords: returnable transportation item; reverse logistics; supply chain management;
optimization; automotive industry; MILP; greedy heuristic

1. Introduction
Over the past 10–15 years, against a background of increasing public and government

concern for environmental issues, companies have come under mounting pressure to im‑
prove the environmental impact of their logistics operations. In particular, as stated in [1],
the transport industry produces 25% of global CO2 emissions; looking at the future of the
transport sector, this will increase over the coming decades. There are ways to focus on be‑
ing green and the reduction of CO2 without swapping the entire company fleet. Transport
optimization is one such lever that has a direct impact on CO2 emissions. In this paper, we
are interested in reverse logistics, particularly in the transport optimization of the reverse
flow of returnable packaging called Returnable Transport Items (RTI). Examples of RTIs in‑
clude pallets, containers, reusable boxes, stillages, etc. Indeed, RTIs are increasingly used
in several industries both for economic and environmental factors. In terms of environmen‑
tal impacts, compared to disposable (i.e., single‑use) packaging, RTIs are known to reduce
the use of raw materials and decrease waste production. From an economic perspective,
the use of RTIs can reduce purchase and disposal costs.

For those RTIs, the forward flows consist of suppliers delivering parts packed in RTIs
to customers (i.e., loaded RTIs). Reverse flows consist of customers returning empty RTIs
to suppliers. The reverse flows of empty RTIs raise various planning issues from a sup‑
ply chain perspective, as presented in Figure 1. First, we distinguish long‑term planning
(3–5 years) related to empty‑RTI network design. It involves issues such as defining the
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empty‑RTI return logistics structure and the level of integration with forward flows. Sec‑
ondly, there is mid‑term planning (6–12 months) of sizing the RTI fleet, which consists in
optimizing the number of RTIs to acquire to minimize overall costs. Then, in short‑term
planning (4–8 weeks), the main objective is to set the transportation framework within
which the daily operations of empty‑RTI flows will be performed. Finally, at the very‑
short‑term level (1–7 days), a distribution plan optimizes the daily quantity of empty RTIs
to be returned to suppliers.
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This paper is devoted to the short‑term planning issue, i.e., the optimization of the
transportation routes needed for the distribution of empty RTIs. The objective is to set
the transportation framework within which the daily operations of empty‑RTI flows will
be performed. Indeed, the definition of transportation routes in the short‑term consists of
planning a set of trucks to transport empty RTIs from customers to suppliers to enable the
distribution of empty RTIs at the very short‑term level. Then, at the very‑short‑term level,
a distribution plan is designed to optimize the daily quantity of empty RTIs to be returned
to suppliers: the objective is to determine, for each type of RTI, which customers return
empty RTIs to which suppliers and in what quantity. The optimization of the transporta‑
tion routes at the short‑term level is critical since it has an impact on transportation and
shortage costs incurred in the very‑short‑term planning.

The main issue in the RTI short‑term planning problem is to determine the optimal
transportation flows and frequencies that minimize transportation costs under the con‑
straint of a fixed RTI fleet size. The routes (i.e., set of trucks traveling from a customer to
a supplier at a given frequency) must be optimized in such a way as to reduce distances,
increase truck fillings and therefore minimize transportation costs. Moreover, they must
be consistent with the customers’ release and the suppliers’ demand volumes. On the
other hand, return frequencies (i.e., number of returns per period) must be determined in
such a way as to minimize transportation cost while taking into account the RTI fleet con‑
straint. Indeed, as demonstrated by [2,3], a high delivery frequency would generate high
transportation cost and probably lead to cancelled routes at the very‑short‑term level. Con‑
versely, a low return frequency may generate shortage cost if the supplier does not have
sufficient empty‑RTI inventory to cover its demand until the next delivery, or increased
transportation cost if additional spot transportation orders are requested in the very‑short‑
term planning level.

This paper is based on an industrial case in the automotive sector where the very‑
short‑term RTI planning is based on transportation routes that are defined earlier. The
transportation routes are pre‑contracted with the carriers and performed on a fixed and
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regular basis over a period of time. Then, in the very‑short‑term planning, the transporta‑
tion routes are used to plan the daily distribution of empty RTIs. This involves defining the
quantity of empty RTIs to be returned on each customer–supplier link via transportation
route trucks that are already defined at short‑term planning and, if necessary, through spot
trucks to adapt to minor flow fluctuations. Actually, the company will encounter some
problems in optimizing the short‑term planning of empty RTIs, which generates over costs
of transportation and shortages at the very‑short‑term. Indeed, experts rely on historical
data to define the transportation routes. Consequently, the transportation routes are not
optimized regularly and are changed only when the transportation performance deterio‑
rates significantly at the very‑short‑term level. Furthermore, the transportation routes are
defined manually. Hence, they are not regularly updated because of the complexity of the
flows, the multiplicity of suppliers and customers, and the diversity of RTIs. Indeed, the
change of transportation routes from a given customer to a given supplier can impact the
transportation routes of other customers and suppliers.

The company’s interests for the very‑short‑term planning based on transportation
routes aremultiple. Firstly, it provides a large part of the transportation capacity needed to
carry out empty‑RTI flows at the very‑short‑term level. On the other hand, it allows them
to foresee the planning of shipping and receiving operations at the level of customers and
suppliers. Secondly, it avoids having to redefine a transportation plan on a daily basis, as
a majority of the flows travel on transportation routes. Finally, it allows negotiating more
competitive transportation costs. Indeed, transportation routes allow carriers to plan the
necessary resources and optimize them to execute the transportation routes, which results
in lower costs.

In addition, two types of RTI flowmanagement are used in the network studied: pool
mode and dedicated mode. In pool mode, RTIs are used indifferently by different suppli‑
ers to deliver parts to different customers (i.e., RTIs are not specific to a part, a supplier
or a customer); the customer which returns empty RTIs to each supplier is not necessarily
the one who received the same RTIs that were loaded with parts. The dedicated mode is
simpler to manage because RTIs circulate in a closed loop between the same supplier and
customer. The pool mode is more efficient in reducing the return distances, and the num‑
ber of RTIs needed in the network. In particular, when the dedicated mode is used, each
supplier holds its inventory of RTIs, while empty RTIs are easily lost or misplaced in pool
mode. Currently, short‑term planning for dedicated and for pool RTIs are done separately
in the company. The lack of a decision support model prevents their joint optimization.

The contribution of this paper is to propose an approach for defining the transporta‑
tion routes; the developed models optimize the transportation costs under the constraint
of a fixed RTI fleet size. We solve these models for a multi‑supplier, multi‑customer and
multi‑RTI supply chain. This issue has not beenwidely studied in the literature, and in par‑
ticular for large complex networks, as is the case in the automotive sector. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review on research re‑
lated to our problem. In Section 3, we present the principles of themodel and the approach
we propose. Section 4 is dedicated to the detailed mathematical formulations of the prob‑
lem. Finally, a case study is conducted to illustrate the applicability of the approach in the
company studied.

2. Literature Review
RTI supply chains often involve multiple stakeholders, from RTI manufacturers to

RTI users, including other levels such as RTI pooling providers, RTI cleaning and repair
providers, RTI recyclers, etc. The different stakeholders must deal with a myriad of com‑
plex decisions to manage RTI supply chains. A summary of these decisions in the context
of RTIs is presented in [4] with a particular focus on the different stakeholders involved in
the RTI supply chain and their economic and environmental performance. Three decision
levels are identified: strategy and design of the RTI system, management of RTI logistics
and management of RTI operations (production, repair, end of life).
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The implementation of an RTI supply chain requires the management of informa‑
tion systems to track the flows in an efficient way. The use of RFID technologies leads
to improved information on the return of empty RTIs, as suggested by [5] who proposed
a method for managing and evaluating the use of RFID in the tracking of reusable contain‑
ers. From a technical point of view, ref. [6] developed a framework for the architecture and
design of the information technologies for the pooling service of an innovative RTI in the
grocery supply chain.

Other researchers have addressed specific issues related to RTI operations manage‑
ment. Ref. [7] studied empty‑RTI network design in the food industry. They developed
a mixed‑integer linear programming model dealing with facilities opening and allocating
empty‑RTI flows across the network. In addition to network design, a critical decision in
RTI supply chain consists of sizing the RTI fleet. Ref. [8] proposed a model the find the
optimal number of RTIs to invest in to minimize the total operating cost in the automotive
industry under stochastic demand and lead‑time.

A few other papers have focused on problems related to RTI inventory management.
Ref. [9] proposed a model to determine the optimal RTI purchasing cycle and inspection
length to minimize total expected inventory costs in the case of a single supplier, single
retailer and single RTI type. Ref. [10] proposed an inventory model considering RTI loss
to ensure the continuity of the forward flows of RTIs loadedwith products. The objective is
to define the number of replenishments of new RTIs, the quantity of empty RTIs returned
per cycle and the loss rate of RTIs to minimize the inspection and ordering costs of RTIs.

Several authors have performed studies on RTI transportation planning, particularly
on the RTI inventory routing problem. Ref. [11] developed a multi‑period inventory rout‑
ing model with pick‑up and delivery to minimize the total cost, including inventory hold‑
ing, screening, maintenance, transportation, sharing and purchasing costs for new RTIs.
Ref. [12] addressed a similar issue with an application to perishable food, considering RTIs
with different food quality preservation abilities, and the simultaneous delivery of food
and pick‑up of RTIs. Ref. [13] proposed a cluster‑first route‑second mat‑heuristic to solve
the inventory routing problem under time windows constraints in the context of a single
supplier, multiple customers and a single RTI type. Finally, ref. [14] suggested to integrate
demand uncertainty using a probabilistic mixed‑integer linear programming model that
minimizes holding costs, transportation costs with explicit fuel consumption, demand un‑
certainty and multiple products.

Sustainability aspects have also been addressed by different authors in relation to
RTI management decision problems. Efforts towards the achievement of sustainable logis‑
tics require the extension of traditional economic supply chain objectives (such as reduced
costs and improved delivery reliability) to include environmental objectives. In the specific
area of transport and logistics services, this means that actors must pay more attention to
transport and logistics operations that go beyond the traditional trade‑off between cost and
customer service. In the context of RTI supply chain, ref. [15] dealt with RTI network de‑
sign decisionswhile integrating a green aspect tominimize carbon emissions in addition to
themaximization of supply chain profit. Similarly, ref. [16] studied the environmental and
economic impacts of RTI flows under different network and pooling configurations in the
retail supply chain. Ref. [17] investigated the issue ofminimizing environmental emissions
in an RTI supply chain. They developed a simulation model coupled with an optimization
model to find the optimal setting that minimizes the environmental emissions of RTI flows.

The work that most closely relates to our research is that of [2]. The author addresses
flows and frequencies decisions, under a fixed RTI‑fleet‑size constraint, in a large network
made up of several suppliers and customers with a single RTI type. He proposes a model
to allocate the flows between customers and suppliers and to define the optimal delivery
batches that optimize transportation cost. The approach is characterized by constant de‑
mand and release rates and continuous return frequencies. The author distinguishes two
cases depending on transportation capacity. The author then proposes two extensions of
the fundamental model to integrate distribution centers into the network and to model a
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greater diversity of RTIs. This last extension could only be solved in the case of a single
customer and multiple suppliers.

The work of [2] makes an important contribution. However, it does not allow dealing
with several types of RTIs as is the case in our context. If a customer returns several types of
empty RTIs to a supplier, they are transported in the same truck to share the transportation
cost. Therefore, the optimization of flows and frequencies must be done simultaneously
considering the different types of RTIs, which adds further complexity to the problem.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a comprehensive approach to defin‑
ing empty‑RTI flows and frequencies while integrating a strong transportation perspective
when optimizing flows. Thus far in the literature, as summarized in Table 1, empty‑RTI
flows and frequencies decisions have been considered separately without establishing a
link between them. The connection between these two decisions is an important issue to
ensure consistency between transportations decisions and empty‑RTI flow and fleet size
constraints. We develop two models that define a set of transportation routes optimizing
transportation cost while adapting to flow constraints (supplier demands and customer
releases) and RTI fleet size. Models are applied to large networks including several types
of RTIs, multiple customers and multiple suppliers. We therefore deal with the more gen‑
eral and complex case of pool RTIs, compared to the single‑customer, single ‑supplier and
single‑RTI models which are more relevant to the simpler case of dedicated RTIs.

Table 1. Literature review summary.

Research Paper Objective Perspective Methodology

[2] RTI flows and
frequencies planning

Supply chain,
single‑RTI type Optimization model

[3] RTI flow design and
management

Supply chain,
single‑RTI type Review

[5]

Method for managing
and evaluating the
use of RFID in the
tracking of RTIs

Single‑supplier,
single‑customer,
single‑RTI type

Optimization model

[6]

Design and
architecture of

information systems
for the pooling of

RTIs

Supply chain,
single‑RTI type Design approach

[7] Design of RTI
pooling network

Supply chain,
single‑RTI type Optimization model

[7] RTI fleet sizing
Single‑supplier,
single‑customer,
single‑RTI type

Simulation model

[9]
RTI inventory

management under
uncertain returns

Single‑supplier,
single‑customer,
single‑RTI type

Optimization model

[10]
RTI inventory

management with
RTI loss

Single‑supplier,
single‑customer,
single‑RTI type

Optimization model

[10] RTI inventory
routing

Supply chain,
multi‑RTI type Optimization model
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Table 1. Cont.

Research Paper Objective Perspective Methodology

[10] RTI inventory
routing

Supply chain,
multi‑RTI type Optimization model

[12] RTI inventory
routing

Single‑supplier,
multi‑customer,
multi‑RTI type

Optimization model

[13] RTI inventory routing
with time windows

Single‑supplier,
multi‑customer,
single‑RTI type

Optimization model

[14] RTI inventory routing
with uncertainty

Single‑supplier,
multi‑customer,
single‑RTI type

Optimization model

[15] RTI network design
with green objectives

Supply chain,
multi‑RTI type Optimization model

[16] RTI flow design and
management

Supply chain,
single‑RTI type Comparative analysis

3. ProblemModelling and Proposed Approach
The objective of this section is to describe in more detail the empty‑RTI short‑term

planning problem and the proposed approach to address it.

3.1. Modelling Assumptions
We consider a logistics network made up of a set of suppliers and a set of customers

with a heterogeneous fleet of RTIs that circulate in a closed loop (c.f. Figure 2).
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Figure 2. RTI network.

We are interested in different types of empty RTIs circulating between customers and
suppliers. RTIs vary in function with different parameters such as size, weight and ma‑
terials. The RTI types studied consist of polyboxes and stillages of different sizes, which
can be collapsible (foldable) and non‑collapsible. These RTIs are transported in standard
semi‑trailer trucks.

Two types of empty‑RTI flow management are used in the network (see Figure 3). In
the pool mode, the decision of which customer returns an empty RTI to which supplier is
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not known in advance; it must be determined in such a way as to minimize transportation
cost. In the dedicated mode, RTIs are used by a specific supplier to deliver parts to a
specific customer. In this case, the reverse flow is predefined: the customer who receives
the loaded RTI is the one who returns the empty RTI to the supplier.
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In the context of the automotive manufacturer studied, the return flow of pool RTIs is
managed by a central unit of the automaker that contracts with carriers to return the empty
RTIs. This is because pool RTIs are standardized and owned by the automaker itself and
not the suppliers.

Each customer holds an inventory of loaded RTIs, received from one or several sup‑
pliers (see Figure 4). It consumes the parts inside the RTIs and releases empty RTIs at a
release rate, depending on the characteristics of its production process. Empty RTIs are
transported in batches to the suppliers to optimize transportation cost, which generates an
inventory of empty RTIs at suppliers.
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Similar to customers, each supplier holds an inventory of empty RTIs (see Figure 4),
received from one or several customers. It consumes empty RTIs to pack its parts at a
demand rate, depending on the characteristics of its production process. Transportation
of loaded RTIs is also peformed by batch to optimize transportation cost, which creates an
inventory of loaded RTIs at customers.

Suppliers and customers consume and release empty RTIs at a constant rate. Hence,
average values are used for suppliers’ demand and customers’ release. In addition, the
average demand and release rates of empty RTIs are considered to be completely balanced
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between the set of suppliers and the set of customers. Data analysis from the industrial case
study confirming this hypothesis is presented in Appendix A.

The transportation of empty RTIs takes a lead time that mainly depends on the dis‑
tance between the customer and the supplier (see Figure 4).

The RTI fleet size for each RTI type is fixed. Indeed, the fleet size is defined (i.e.,
optimized) at the mid‑term level. That is why, in the short‑term models developed in the
current paper, we assume that the RTI fleet size for each RTI type is fixed, and this size
cannot be varied.

The return frequency (i.e., the number of trucks) on a given customer–supplier link
must respect a minimum return frequency. This is a constraint related to the information
systems that manage the transportation routes at the studied company. It expresses the
fact that each transportation route must have at least one truck planned per week.

3.2. RTI Inventory Requirement and Fleet Size
The optimization of empty‑RTI transportation routes is done by taking into account

the effect of this optimization on the quantity of RTI inventory needed in the network. As
shown in Figure 4, RTIs circulate in a closed loop. In the forward flows, suppliers deliver
parts packed in RTIs to customers (i.e., loaded RTIs). In the reverse flows, the customers
return empty RTIs to the suppliers.

In a closed‑loop supply chain, RTI inventory is needed at multiple stages of the net‑
work for various reasons.

First, suppliers would keep an inventory of empty RTIs if they manufacture parts in
batches, to amortize fixed production cost, or if they hold a safety inventory to compensate
for the uncertainty of empty‑RTI returns. Then, RTIs can be used to store and handle semi‑
finished parts during the intermediate phases of production. At a later stage, finished
parts are stored until they are delivered to customers; if parts are delivered in batches, an
inventory of loaded RTIs is built up.

Similar to suppliers, customers can hold an inventory of loaded RTIs upstream of
their production process. An inventory of parts may be necessary against transportation
lead time or demand variability in the forward flows, or to compensate for the calendar
gap between production and transportation processes or between customers’ and suppli‑
ers’ production rates. As parts are used in customers’ manufacturing processes, RTIs are
needed to ensure their handling and storage along the production process. Finally, an
inventory of empty RTIs will be built up if RTIs are returned to suppliers in batches.

There is also an in‑transit inventory during transportation operations for both loaded
and empty RTIs.

3.3. RTI Short‑Term Planning Approach
The objective of the short‑termplanning is to optimize the transportation routes, which

consist of one or several trucks traveling from a customer to a supplier at a given return
frequency. Indeed, the short‑term planning consists of two decisions: defining the quanti‑
ties that will be transported on each customer–supplier link for each RTI type and defining
the return frequency for each link. The first challenge is to minimize transportation cost
by returning empty RTIs to suppliers from the closest customers with a minimum number
of trucks. Low return frequencies allow an increase in the size of the delivery batches and
thus optimize the filling of the trucks. However, they imply the need for a large number
of RTIs necessary to constitute larger delivery batches. Since the RTI fleet size for each RTI
type is fixed in the short‑term level, the objective of the short‑term planning is to optimize
the transportation cost while respecting the RTI fleet‑size constraint.

As illustrated in Figure 5, our approach consists of first determining the flows with
an assumption of a large RTI fleet size, and then optimizing the return frequencies under
the constraint of the RTI fleet size:
• Customer–Supplier Flow model: This first step is to define which customers return

emptyRTIs towhich suppliers, withwhich quantity, and the optimal return frequency
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over each customer–supplier link. The optimal return frequency represents the mini‑
mum number of trucks to return empty RTIs with optimized transportation cost. In
this model, the RTI fleet‑size limit is not taken into consideration (the RTI fleet size is
assumed very large), and only transportation cost is optimized with the assumption
of a very large fleet size. The objective is to return enough empty RTIs to cover the
demand of the suppliers using the available release at customers while minimizing
the transportation cost. Additionally, we integrate a minimum return frequency per
customer–supplier relative to the company studied. At the end of this step, we ob‑
tain optimal flow allocation decisions (which customer return empty RTIs to which
supplier) and the optimal return frequency per customer–supplier link.

• Customer–Supplier Frequency model: This second step consists in introducing the
RTI fleet‑size constraint and to eventually reduce delivery batches so that, for each
type of RTI, the variable empty‑RTI inventory requirement is covered by the avail‑
able quantity of RTIs. This is done by increasing the return frequency on selected
customer–supplier links in order to minimize additional transportation cost. This
means that flow allocation decisions (i.e., which customer return empty RTIs to which
supplier) are fixed in the previous step, and that only return frequencies will be re‑
optimized. This is because the optimization of flows from a transportation point of
view also indirectly optimizes the use of empty RTI inventory through a reduction of
delivery distances. At the end of this step, we obtain, for each customer–supplier link,
the return frequency that allows to respect the RTI fleet‑size constraint.
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3.4. Model Formulation
The objective of this section is to present the detailed mathematical formulation of

models used in the proposed approach for empty‑RTI short‑termplanning. Wefirst present
the overall RTI inventory requirement formulation that is used in the RTI fleet‑size con‑
straint. Then, we present the Customer–Supplier Flow and Customer–Supplier Frequency
models used to optimize empty‑RTI flows and frequencies between customers and suppli‑
ers under RTI fleet‑size constraint. The Customer–Supplier Flow model is formulated as
anMILP. Subsequently, the Customer–Supplier Frequencymodel is solved using a greedy
heuristic. The sequential approach of first determining the flows with an assumption of a
large RTI fleet size and then optimizing the return frequencies under the constraint of the
RTI fleet size was adopted to avoid nonlinear models that would be difficult to solve in
our industrial context. The overall model pattern is described in Figure 6.
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3.4.1. Notations
Sets

• K: the set of suppliers.
• J: the set of customers.
• R: the set of RTI types.

Parameters

• LF k: the average internal transit time for an empty RTI at supplier k, which includes
the storage time from the arrival of the empty RTI and the processing time along the
production line of the supplier until the empty RTI is loaded with parts.

• LFUkj: the average transportation lead time for a loaded RTI between supplier k to
customer j (forward flows).

• LU j: the average internal transit time for a loaded RTI at the customer j, which in‑
cludes the storage time from the arrival of the loaded RTI and the processing time
along the production line of the customer until the loaded RTI is emptied of parts.

• LUFjk: the average transportation lead time for an empty RTI between supplier k to
customer j (reverse flows).

• Dkjr: the average periodic flow of a loaded RTI of type r, delivered by supplier k to
customer j (forward flows).

• Pkjr : the average delivery batch for loaded RTIs delivered from the supplier k to the
customer j for the RTI of type r (forward flows). For example, Dkjr could be 1000
loaded RTI units per week and Pkjr could be 500 units, meaning that two deliveries
are performed per week with a quantity of 500 units per delivery to satisfy the 1000
loaded RTI units.

• Dkr: the average periodic quantity of empty RTIs of type r demanded by supplier k.
• Sjr: the average periodic quantity of empty RTIs of type r released by the customer j.
• Cjk: the transportation cost charged for a truck returning empty RTIs from customer

j to supplier k.
• Capr: the maximum quantity of empty RTIs of type r that can be transported in a

truck. It should be noted that the capacity of trucks for loaded and empty RTIs can
be different if the RTIs are collapsible (foldable). In our study, we have both cases:
collapsible and non‑collapsible RTIs. In the parameter Capr, we take this aspect into
account by computing the number of empty RTIs that can be transported in a truck.

• Fmin: the minimum return frequency per customer–supplier link (in number of trucks
per period).

• T: time bucket parameter (in number of periods) T = 1
Fmin

(minimum period in which
we will have at least one delivery).

• FixNeedr: the fixed inventory requirement for loaded RTIs of type r to operate the
forward flows (independent of the short‑term planning problem, because our models
study only the reverse flows of empty RTIs sent by customers to suppliers).

• Stockr: the total quantity of RTIs of type r available in the network including loaded
and empty RTIs (RTI fleet size).
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• VarStockr: the available quantity of empty RTIs of type r in the network for the
reverse flows.

• SSr: the safety inventory of RTIs of type r which compensates for the effects of vari‑
ability that may be encountered at the very‑short‑term level. This parameter is set
empirically (in our case, we compute it as a fraction of the total RTI inventory require‑
ment), but it will be possible to check whether it is sufficient or not depending on the
results of very‑short‑term planning. Typically, too many shortages would mean that
the safety inventory must be increased.

• step: the incremental value used to increase the return frequency at each iteration of
the heuristic in the Customer–Supplier Frequency model.

Variables

• Yr: the overall RTI inventory requirement for RTI type r, i.e., the quantity of RTIs re‑
quired for each type of RTI in the network considered, including loaded and
empty RTIs.

• VarNeedr: the variable inventory requirement for empty RTIs of type r to operate the
reverse flows (dependent on the short‑term planning problem).

• Xjkr : the average periodic quantity of empty RTIs of type r returned from customer
j to supplier k (during time bucket T). This variable corresponds to the flow of empty
RTIs r on customer–supplier link (j, k) optimized in the Customer–Supplier
Flow model.

• Mjk: the average periodic return frequency between customer j to supplier k, which
equals the average number of trucks used for each customer (during time bucket
T). This variable corresponds to the return frequency of empty RTIs r on customer–
supplier link (j, k) optimized in the Customer–Supplier Frequency model.

• Qjkr : the average delivery batch for empty RTIs between customer j to supplier k for
the RTIs of type r. This variable corresponds to the flow of empty RTIs r divided by
the return frequency on customer–supplier link (j, k).

3.4.2. RTI Inventory Requirement Formulation
The formulation of the overall RTI inventory requirement depends on several param‑

eters, as represented in detail in Figure 7. The flows of loaded and empty RTIs are con‑
sidered to be balanced. However, the return frequency of empty RTIs may be different
from the delivery frequency of loaded RTIs. In our study, we consider the delivery fre‑
quency of loaded RTIs to be fixed and seek to optimize the return frequency of empty
RTIs. Since the delivery frequency of loaded RTIs is fixed, the inventory of RTIs required
to operate the loaded RTI flows (FixNeedr) is pre‑determined. With the remaining inven‑
tory of empty RTIs in the network (VarStockr), we seek to define the return frequency of
empty RTIs that minimize transportation costs while respecting the remaining inventory
of RTIs (VarStockr). In order to meet this constraint, we formulate the RTI inventory re‑
quirement (VarNeedr) to operate the flow of empty RTIs according to the parameters of
our problem, which are the flows and the return frequencies of empty RTIs. This formula‑
tion allows us to check that the RTI inventory requirement for empty RTI flow is covered
by the remaining inventory of RTIs.

We aim to formulate the overall RTI inventory requirement Yr for each type of RTI in
the network according to the system characteristics (suppliers’ demand, customers’ release,
loaded‑ and empty‑RTI transportation lead times, loaded‑ and empty‑RTI flows, loaded‑
and empty‑RTI return frequencies).
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Yr represents the necessary RTI inventory in the network of type r to operate the
loaded‑ and empty‑RTI flows between suppliers and customers. The objective is to ensure
that the RTI inventory requirement Yr is covered by the actual available quantity of RTIs
in the network.

Yr is expressed as the sum of the fixed, the variable inventory requirement and a
safety inventory:

∀ r ∈ R, Yr = FixNeedr + VarNeedr + SSr (1)

We assume that the RTI fleet size in the system is predefined in the short‑termmodels
we develop. In order to avoid shortages, for each type of RTI, the RTI inventory require‑
ment Yr must be covered by the actual available quantity of RTIs in the network. This
global satisfaction constraint of the RTI fleet size can be written as:

∀ r ∈ R, Yr ≤ Stockr (2)

To formulate Yr, we first concentrate on the calculation of VarNeedr, i.e., the variable
inventory requirement for the RTIs of type r to operate the reverse flows of empty RTIs.
As represented in Figure 7, VarNeedr depends on two parameters Xjkr and Qjkr that are
optimized in the Customer–Supplier Flow and Frequency models.

The variable RTI inventory requirement is given by:

∀r ∈ R, VarNeedr = ∑
j∈J,k∈K

LUFjk ∗ Xjkr

Average empty RTI in−transit inventory

+ ∑
j∈J,k∈K

Qjkr

Average empty RTI delivery batches

(3)

The average empty‑RTIs in‑transit inventory represents the inventory of empty RTIs
held in trucks during transport operations. On average, the quantity Xjkr of empty RTIs
is flowing on each (customer, supplier) link in each period. The average transport lead
time is LUFjk. According to Little’s Law, the average in‑transit inventory is constant; it
is equivalent to the average lead time spent by an empty RTI in the truck multiplied by
the average flow over this period (i.e., the average quantity of empty RTIs returned by the
customer to the supplier).

In the short‑term planning problem, since we only make decisions about the reverse
flows (hence the name “variable”), the fixed inventory requirement is given (i.e., it is a
parameter of our models). A detailed formulation of the fixed inventory requirement is
presented in Appendix A.
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From the constraint:
∀ r ∈ R, Yr ≤ Stockr (4)

And the equality:

∀ r ∈ R, Yr = FixNeedr + VarNeedr + SSr (5)

We can deduce:

∀ r ∈ R, VarNeedr ≤ Stockr − FixNeedr − SSr (6)

Or equivalently:
∀ r ∈ R, VarNeedr ≤ VarStockr (7)

where the available quantity of empty RTIs of type r in the network for the reverse flows
is given by:

∀ r ∈ R, VarStockr = Stockr − FixNeedr − SSr (8)

This constraint is used in the Customer–Supplier Frequency model to ensure that the
RTI fleet‑size constraint is respected.

As explained previously, our approach first optimizes flows and frequencies deci‑
sions from a transportation point of view by considering that the RTI fleet is very large
(i.e., this is done in the Customer–Supplier Flow model which determines the flows and
frequencies for each customer–supplier link). Then, the Customer–Supplier Frequency
model re‑optimizes the return frequencies under the constraint of the RTI fleet size, on a
selected set of customer–supplier links taking into consideration the additional transporta‑
tion cost.

3.4.3. Customer–Supplier Flow Model
The Customer–Supplier Flow model conceptually has two formulations. The first

formulation uses continuous frequency variables with a full truck hypothesis. From an
academic perspective, this is the one that reduces transportation costs themost. Thismeans
that return frequencies can be very low on customer–supplier linkswhere volumes are low
to ensure full truckload transportation. In the industrial context studied, wemust consider
two constraints. The first one is that the return frequencies must be integers to translate
them into a number of trucks to build a transportation plan subsequently. The second
is that the return frequencies must respect a minimum return frequency per customer–
supplier link. For instance, a minimum return frequency of once a week means that at
least one truck is scheduled per week on each customer–supplier link. Consequently, the
Customer–Supplier Flow model is formulated as an MILP.

Objective Function
The objective function of the model is to minimize the average periodic transporta‑

tion cost, over customer–supplier links, which is given by the sum of the number of trucks
required multiplied by the transportation cost per truck on each link. It can be stated
as follows:

Min ∑
j∈J,k∈K

Cjk ∗Mjk (9)

Optimization Constraints
The first two constraints of the model are flow conservation constraints. The flow

variables being defined as the quantity to be returned during the time bucket T, it must be
equivalent to the demand/release per period multiplied by the time bucket T.
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1. The average total quantity of empty RTIs for each RTI type r received by each supplier
k from all customers should be equal to its average demand:

∀ k ∈ K , ∀ r ∈ R , ∑
j∈J

Xjkr = T ∗ Dkr =
Dkr
Fmin

(10)

2. The average total quantity of empty RTIs for each RTI type r returned by each cus‑
tomer j to all suppliers should be equal to its average release:

∀ j ∈ J, ∀ r ∈ R , ∑
k∈K

Xjkr = T ∗ Sjr =
Sjr

Fmin
(11)

In the context studied, the return frequencies must respect a minimum return fre‑
quency per customer–supplier link. This constraint is related to the information sys‑
tems that manage the transportation routes in the company studied. The frequency
determinedwith theCustomer–Supplier FlowandFrequencymodels on each customer–
supplier link per period must be higher than the minimum return frequency set (e.g.,
aminimum return frequency of once aweekmeans that at least one truck is scheduled
per week on each customer–supplier link).

3. The average frequency for each customer–supplier link (j, k) is given by the average
flow (i.e., quantity) over all types of RTIs divided by the maximum quantity that
can be loaded in a truck. The return frequency during time bucket T can be seen as
a round‑up of the quantity transported during time bucket T divided by the truck
capacity. Since the flow is calculated over the duration corresponding to the time
bucket T, the return frequency will respect the minimum return frequency constraint
because we consider only integer frequencies in the model.

∀ k ∈ K , ∀ j ∈ J , Mjk ≥∑
r

Xjkr

Capr
(12)

4. Finally, flow variables must be integer values. In addition, frequency values must
also be integers so that we can translate them into a number of trucks to build the
transportation routes subsequently.

∀ k ∈ K , ∀ j ∈ J , ∀ r ∈ R , Xjkr ϵ N, Mjk ϵ N (13)

3.4.4. Customer–Supplier Frequency Model
For the Customer–Supplier Frequency model, we propose a greedy heuristic which

takes as an initial solution the results of the flow model, and then makes, at each iteration,
a choice to increase the frequency on a cost‑efficient flow to reduce the variable inventory
requirement, while minimizing the additional transportation cost.

The purpose of the Customer–Supplier Frequency model is to increase the return fre‑
quencies on the most transportation cost‑effective flows, which would reduce delivery
batches and therefore the variable inventory requirement VarNeedr until the constraint
of the RTI fleet size VarStockr is met.

In the Customer–Supplier Frequency model, flow decisions remain the same as those
obtained with the Customer–Supplier Flow model. Indeed, since the flow model mini‑
mizes transportation cost, it will naturally minimize the delivery distances and transporta‑
tion lead times (i.e., LUFjk) and consequently the in‑transit inventory in the trucks (i.e.,
LUFjk ∗ Xjkr). Therefore, it is not interesting to change the flows in the Customer–Supplier
Frequency model.

For the Customer–Supplier Frequency model, we propose a greedy heuristic which
takes as initial solution the results of the flow model, and then makes, at each iteration, a
choice to increase the frequency on a given flow in order to reduce the variable inventory
requirement, while minimizing the additional transportation cost.
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The main idea behind the proposed heuristic is to select at each iteration a flow be‑
tween a customer and a supplier on which we will increase the frequency by one step. The
choice of the flow will be based on two criteria:
• The increase in frequency must increase transportation cost as little as possible.
• The increase in frequencymust reduce the variable inventory requirement for the RTI

type in shortage as significantly as possible.
For a type of RTI, the shortage quantity is defined by the formula:

∀ r ∈ R , shortager = max(0, VarNeedr −VarStockr) (14)

Tomodel the first criterion, the derivative of transportation cost function with respect
to frequency is used:

TransportCosts = ∑
j∈J,k∈K

Cjk ∗Mjk (15)

∀ k ∈ K , ∀ j ∈ J ,
∂TransportCosts

∂Mjk
= Cjk (16)

To model the second criterion, the derivative of the variable inventory requirement
with respect to frequency is used:

∀ r ∈ R, VarNeedr = ∑
j∈J,k∈K

LUFjk ∗ Xjkr + ∑
j∈J,k∈K

Qjkr (17)

∀ r ∈ R , ∀ k ∈ K , ∀ j ∈ J,
∂VarNeedr

∂Mjk
= −

Xjkr

M2
jk

(18)

To aggregate these two criteria, we introduce an overall criterion which takes the
first criterion divided by the second criterion, weighted by the quantity of empty RTIs
in shortage:

∀ k ∈ K , ∀ j ∈ J , ratiojk = ∑
r∈R

Xjkr

M2
jk

Cjk
∗ shortager (19)

In order to choose the flows that minimize the first criterion andmaximize the second,
we should choose the flows that maximize the overall criterion.

This overall criterion obviously takes into account all types of RTIs combined. In fact,
since the different types of RTIs are transported together, an increase in frequency for a
given flow will impact the variable inventory requirement of all types of RTIs transported
on the link.

The complete Customer–Supplier Frequency model is presented in Appendix A.

4. Case Study
The objective of this section is to apply ourmodels to the industrial case studied. First,

the company is interested in evaluating the use of the short‑term planning models for the
pool RTIs. Indeed, the definition of transportation routes does not follow a rigorous pro‑
cess within the company studied. The return frequencies implemented in transportation
routes are mainly based on rules of thumb. These rules are mainly based on the volume of
empty RTIs demanded by each supplier to determine its return frequency. This does not
take into account the distance between suppliers and customers who return empty RTIs
to them, the location of suppliers with respect to the others, and the types of empty RTIs
requested, which may be in shortage or excess. As a result, the transportation costs of
RTIs are high despite the relatively low service rate to suppliers. Since the definition of
transportation routes is not based on a decision support tool, it is currently difficult for the
company studied to obtain transportation routes that optimize transportation costs and
consider the availability of empty RTIs in the network.
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We run our model with a data set containing 1400 suppliers, 20 customers and 20 RTI
types to obtain the best transportation routes with the greedy heuristic. Then, we compare
transportation routes currently used in the company with those obtained with the short‑
term planning models (see Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of current transportation routes vs. transportation routes obtained from short‑
term planning models for pool RTIs.

Current
Transportation

Routes

Transportation
Routes Obtained by
Short‑Term Planning

Models

Gap %

Number of trucks used 1046 840 −20%
Average distance per truck 314 Km 220 Km −30%

Results show that the short‑term planning models allow for a 30% reduction in the
number of trucks used and a 20% reduction in the average distance travelled per truck.

Secondly, the company is interested in jointly optimizing the short‑term planning of
pool and dedicated RTIs. The objective is to evaluate the potential savings in terms of
transportation cost and of empty‑RTIs inventory requirement if we integrate the short‑
term planning of dedicated RTI flows with the one of pool flows. Indeed, dedicated and
pool RTIs are currently managed independently. Hence, dedicated trucks similar to those
considered so far circulate in the network to transport dedicated RTIs between the same
suppliers and the same customers that use pool RTIs. In the industrial context studied,
the flows of dedicated RTIs represent substantial volumes in the network and therefore
have a significant impact on transportation costs. The objective would be to use the re‑
maining transportation capacity in the trucks that already circulate in the network (trucks
already planned in our models for pool RTIs) to transport dedicated RTIs. This would op‑
timize transportation costs and reduce the variable RTI inventory requirement enabled by
increased return frequency.

In the following, we use the short‑term planning models developed to study the im‑
pact of mutualizing the short‑term planning of dedicated RTIs with the pool RTIs studied
so far.

The first question to be addressed is how to integrate dedicated‑RTI flows into the
flow and frequency planning models developed. Indeed, at the studied company, both
pool and dedicated RTIs are transported in the network by the same transportation means
indifferently. The flows that have been considered so far concerned empty RTIs managed
in pool mode, as this is the most complex case to manage because the origin of empty‑
RTI flows, i.e., the customer who returns the empty RTIs to each supplier, is not known
in advance and has to be optimized by a decision‑making tool. On the contrary, for dedi‑
catedmode, each supplier–customer pair operates with its identified RTI flows. Therefore,
the customer that returns empty RTIs to each supplier and the quantity of empty RTIs to
be returned are predetermined. The only variable that remains to be determined is the
return frequency. In the following, we propose to determine a global return frequency,
i.e., for links where both pool RTIs and dedicated RTIs need to be transported, the fre‑
quency is based on the overall flow of both types of RTIs. To consider this issue, we use
the Customer–Supplier Flow model to determine the pool RTI flows, as well as the over‑
all frequencies that optimize transportation cost. Finally, we integrate RTI fleet‑size con‑
straints in the Customer–Supplier Frequencymodel to adjust the frequencies in such away
to match the variable RTI inventory requirements with the available quantity. The adapta‑
tion of short‑term planning models developed for pool RTIs to integrate dedicated RTIs is
detailed in Appendix A.

The results of the Customer–Supplier Flow model are presented in Table 3 for two
scenarios: Scenario 0, where we apply the Flow and Frequency models separately for pool
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RTI flows on one side and for dedicated RTI flows on the other side (i.e., independently)
andwe sumup the costs obtained; and Scenario 1, wherewe apply the Flow and Frequency
models to both pool and dedicated RTI flows and then calculate the associated costs.

Table 3. Results of Customer–Supplier Flow model.

Configuration Scenario 0 Scenario 1 Gap %

Transportation cost obtained with
Customer–Supplier Flow model 4299 k€ 3941 k€ 8%

The transportation cost obtained with the Customer–Supplier Flow model for Sce‑
nario 1 (joint planning of pool and dedicated RTI) is 8% lower than the one obtained for
Scenario 0 (separate planning of pool and dedicated RTIs). This is due to the pooling of
trucks to transport both pool and dedicated RTIs for suppliers who consume both types,
which reduces transportation costs.

In the example we study, in order not to complicate the analysis of the results, we
only calculate the RTI variable inventory requirement of the pool RTIs. The RTI variable
inventory requirement of pool RTIs computed with the flows and frequencies obtained
with the Customer–Supplier Flow model for each scenario are presented in Table 4. The
results show that the variable RTI inventory requirement of pool RTIs decreased by about
9% in Scenario 1 where pool and dedicated RTI flows are jointly planned. The empty‑RTIs
in‑transit inventory does not change from one scenario to the other because the definition
of the customer that returns empty RTIs to each supplier for the pool flows is done in‑
dependently of the dedicated flows. On the other hand, the empty‑RTI delivery‑batches
inventory decreases when pool and dedicated flows are jointly planned because the return
frequency increases on the customer–supplier links where both pool and dedicated RTIs
are transported, which reduces the delivery batches of pool RTIs.

Table 4. RTI variable inventory requirement.

Configuration Scenario 0 Scenario 1 Gap %

RTI variable inventory requirement 920,803 835,333 9%

This decrease in the RTI variable inventory requirement is reflected in the overall
transportation cost obtained with the frequency model, as presented in Table 5. The trans‑
portation cost obtained with the Customer–Supplier Frequency model for Scenario 1 (joint
planning of pool and dedicated RTIs) is 9% lower than the one obtained for Scenario 0
(separate planning of pool and dedicated RTIs).

Table 5. Results of Customer–Supplier Frequency model.

Configuration Scenario 0 Scenario 1 Gap%

Transportation cost obtained with
Customer–Supplier Frequency model 4338 k€ 3944 k€ 9%

Overall, the results show a reduction in transportation costs but also in the empty‑RTI
inventory requirement for pool RTIs. This is explained by two factors:

On some (customer, supplier) links, wewere able to use the remaining transportation
capacity on trucks that were already used for dedicated RTIs to transport pool RTIs, too.
For instance, in Scenario 0, wewould obtain two trucks/week, one for pool RTIs and one for
dedicated RTIs. However, in Scenario 1, we were able to combine both pool and dedicated
RTIs in the same truck. The consequence was to reduce transportation costs.

On some other (customer, supplier) links, pool RTIs could benefit from higher return
frequency because of the dedicated RTIs. For example, in Scenario 0, we would have three
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trucks/week, one for pool RTIs and two for dedicated RTIs. However, in Scenario 1, pool
RTIs would be returned using three trucks, which reduces the average delivery batch and
consequently the empty‑RTIs inventory requirement.

These two factors reduce both transportation costs and the RTI
inventory requirement.

In conclusion, the integration of dedicatedRTI flows in the short‑termplanningmakes
it possible to better optimize overall transportation costs and the quantity of RTIs needed
to operate the reverse flows of empty RTIs. In view of the potential savings, it would be
interesting to carry out a joint planning of pool and dedicated RTIs.

5. Conclusions
A comprehensive approach for solving the problem of empty‑RTI short‑term plan‑

ning has been presented in this paper. The main issue in empty‑RTI short‑term planning
is to define the flows and return frequencies between customers and suppliers. It consists
of two steps. The first step was to define customer–supplier flows, minimizing transporta‑
tion costs without taking into account RTI fleet‑size constraints. The second step was to
optimize customer–supplier return frequencies in order tominimize additional transporta‑
tion costs under RTI fleet size constraints.

For the first step, we proposed an exact model that defines customer–supplier flows
while minimizing transportation cost. During this step, it is assumed that the RTI fleet is
very large. Following this model, in the second step, we developed a greedy heuristic that
increases return frequencies for cost‑efficient flows in order to integrate RTI
fleet‑size constraints.

We have demonstrated the applicability of the approach developed in the industrial
case studied. Results presented show significant savings in terms of number of trucks and
distance traveled for pool RTIs. From an environmental perspective, the reduction of the
traveleddistance and the number of trucks used to transport the reverse flowof emptyRTIs
would allow a significant reduction of carbon emissions. An additional recommendation is
to jointly optimize the flow of pool and dedicated RTIs in the short‑term planning because
it allows better optimization of the overall transportation costs and the quantity of RTIs
needed to operate the reverse flows of empty RTIs.

The approach developed in this paper offers some perspectives. One possible exten‑
sion is to integrate the use of disposable packaging, in order to choose for each supplier
the best tradeoff between using empty RTIs (incurring transportation costs) or using dis‑
posable packaging (incurring shortage costs). Secondly, in terms of results obtained, the
recommendations made could be confirmed by improving the robustness of the data sets
used. In particular, the results obtained when jointly optimizing pool and dedicated RTIs
showed significant savings in terms of transportation costs, but this conclusion has to be
supported by complementary tests using additional datasets from a company with differ‑
ent demand, release and fleet‑size data.

In the current paper, RTI fleet size is considered an input parameter, i.e., it is fixed
and cannot be changed in the RTI short‑term planning. An extension of this work could
be to address the mid‑term problem of optimizing the RTI fleet size. A first attempt to
address the mid‑term planning problem is presented in [18]. For this purpose, we propose
to extend that developed for the short‑term planning problem to include an additional
decision on the optimal RTI fleet size to minimize overall costs, including transportation
cost and RTI acquisition cost. Indeed, this is essential to have consistency between RTI
fleet‑size decisions in the mid‑term and the way the flows of RTIs are operated at the short‑
term level.

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author, Evren SAHIN, upon reasonable request.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, Y.D.; Methodology, E.S. and Y.D.; Investigation, N.L. All
authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Demand and release variation
The objective of this section is to analyze demand and release variation around aver‑

age values, for both suppliers’ demand and customers’ release. For this purpose, based on
industrial data, we study a six‑week sample of demand and release data for all suppliers
and customers for the pool RTI types studied. We calculate the standard deviation from
the average demand in linear meters (mL) to have a transportation metric.

For suppliers (c.f. Figure A2), we find that 80% have less than 1.92 mL of variation,
which is relatively low from a transportation point of view. Moreover, the variations in de‑
mand do not occur at the same time for all suppliers in the same trend (increase, decrease),
because the overall volume is relatively stable.
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Figure A2. Demand variability analysis for suppliers.

For customers (c.f. Figure A3), the standard deviation is greater, which is normal
given that volumes are greater than suppliers taken individually. Eighty percent of cus‑
tomers have a variation of less than 34.75 mL, which is equivalent to about three trucks,
which is relatively low when put into perspective with the average release of more
than 400 mL.

Based on these two indicators, with the exception of a few extreme points, we validate
the use of average rates in short‑term planning models.
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Fixed RTI inventory requirement formulation
We aim to formulate the fixed inventory requirement FixNeedr for an RTI of type r to

operate the forward flows. According to Little’s law [19], the average quantity of empty
RTIs present at supplier k over a given period is constant. It is equivalent to the average
lead time spent by an emptyRTI at the supplier’s sitemultiplied by the total average empty‑
RTI demand over this period (which is considered to be equivalent to the average quantity
of loaded RTIs delivered by the supplier to all its customers):

∀ r ∈ R, ∀ k ∈ K,
Average empty RTI inventory present at the suppliers site k f or RTI r

= LF k ∗ ∑
j∈J

Dkjr
(A1)

At supplier k, in order to constitute the delivery batches of loaded RTIs in the forward
flows at the supplier k, an additional inventory is needed; it is given by:

∀ r ∈ R, ∀ k ∈ K,
Average loaded RTI inventory present at the suppliers site k f or RTI r

= ∑
j∈J

Pkjr
(A2)

The quantity of loadedRTIs in transit on a given supplier–customer link (k, j) depends
on the customer’s demand for part. On average, over a given period, this can be calculated
by taking the average transportation lead time multiplied by the average demand over
this period:

∀ r ∈ R, ∀ k ∈ K, ∀ j ∈ J,
Average loaded RTI inventory present on the supplier− customer link (k, j) f or RTI r

= LFUkj ∗ Dkjr
(A3)

By analogy to the suppliers’ site, the average quantity of loaded RTIs present at cus‑
tomer j site over a given period is given by the average lead time spent by a loaded RTI
on‑site multiplied by the average release over this period:

∀ r ∈ R, ∀ j ∈ J,
Average loaded RTI inventory present at the customer′s site j f or RTI r

= LU j ∗ Sjr

(A4)

Hence, the total fixed RTI inventory requirement is therefore given by:
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vr ∈ R, FixNeedr = ∑
k∈K

(LFk ∗ ∑
j∈J

Dkjr + ∑
j∈J

Pkjr )

Average loaded andempty RTI inventorypresent at suppliers sites

+ ∑
j∈J,k∈K

(LFUkj ∗ Dkjr )

Average loaded RTI inventory present on each supplier–customer link

+ ∑
j∈J

LUj ∗ Sjr

Average loaded RTI inventory present at customers sites

(A5)

Customer–Supplier Frequency model
Initialization
Initialize Xjkr, Mjk, Qjkr for all the customers–suppliers couples and RTI types, based

on the optimal solution obtained with the Customer–Supplier Flow model.
Compute initial values of VarNeedr and shortager for all RTI types.
Compute initial values of ratiojk for all the customers–suppliers couples.
Iterations
While ∑

r∈R
shortager > 0:

Find the customer–supplier couple (j, k) such as ratiojk is the maximum.
Increase the delivery frequency for the customer–supplier couple (j, k):

Mjk ← Mjk + step

Update the delivery batches of all RTIs for the customer–supplier couple (j, k):

∀ r ∈ R, Qjkr =
Xjkr

Mjk

Update the variable inventory requirements of all RTIs:

∀ r ∈ R, VarNeedr = ∑
j∈J,k∈K

LUFjk ∗ Xjkr + ∑
j ∈J,k∈K

Qjkr

Update the quantities in shortage of all RTIs:

∀ r ∈ R, shortager = max(0, VarNeedr −VarStockr)

Update ratiojk values:

∀ j ∈ J, k ∈ K, ratiojk = ∑
r∈R

Xjkr

M2
jk

Cjk
∗ shortager

Update transportation costs:

TransportCosts = ∑
j∈J,k∈K

Cjk ∗Mjk

Adaptation of the short‑term planning models to integrate dedicated RTI flows
The first model to adapt is the Customer–Supplier Flowmodel. It needs to be remem‑

bered that the purpose of this model is to define the flows and return frequencies between
customers and suppliers taking into account the pool and dedicated RTIs. For dedicated
RTIs, as explained above, the flows (i.e., the quantities transported between each customer
and each supplier for each dedicated RTI type) are predetermined. The impact of dedi‑
cated flows will only be on the return frequency. For this purpose, we adopt a two‑step
sequential model:
• The first step consists in optimizing the flows between the customers and the prede‑

fined suppliers by taking into account only pool RTIs (i.e., the demand of the suppliers
and the release of the customers consider only pool RTIs). The output of this step is
to obtain the pool RTI flows between customers and suppliers.

• The second step is to calculate the return frequency on each customer–supplier link.
The return frequency must take into account the pool RTI flows defined in the previ‑
ous step and the predefined dedicated RTI flows.
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Remark: Another way to integrate the dedicated RTI flows would have been to inject
the predetermined dedicated RTI flows into the flowmodel in order to define the pool RTI
flows, taking into account the trucks that circulate to transport the dedicated RTI flows,
to better optimize the transportation cost. This method has been tested: it allowed us to
obtain better results in terms of transportation costs but it increased the empty‑RTI inven‑
tory requirement. Indeed, in cases where we would have customer–supplier links with
dedicated RTI flows of low volumes and over long distances, the flow model as we have
defined it will try to amortize the transportation cost on these links by also transporting
pool RTIs, which goes against the optimization of the in‑transit inventory and leads to
the increase of empty‑RTI inventory requirement. Therefore, we have chosen to use the
presented method with two steps.

We introduce two additional parameters:
R′: the set of dedicated RTI types.
Yjkr′: the average quantity of dedicated empty RTIs of type r′ transported from cus‑

tomer j to supplier k (per period).
Capr′: the maximum quantity of dedicated empty RTIs of type r′ that can be trans‑

ported in a truck.
The first step is to optimize the pool RTI flows with the Customer–Supplier

Flow model:
Min ∑

j∈J,k∈K
Cjk ∗Mjk (A6)

Subject to :
∀ j ∈ J, ∀ r ∈ R, ∑

j∈J
Xjkr = Dkr (A7)

∀ j ∈ J, ∀ r ∈ R, ∑
i∈J

Xjkr = Sjr (A8)

∀ k ∈ K, ∀ j ∈ J, Mjk ≥ ∑
r∈R

Xjkr

Capr
∀ k ∈ K , ∀ j ∈ J, ∀ r ∈ R, Xjkr ϵ N, Mjk ϵ N (A9)

Subsequently, a second step is carried out to integrate the dedicated RTI flows into
the return frequency calculation. The return frequency on a customer–supplier link is
given by the round‑up of the number of trucks needed to transport the pool RTIs and the
dedicated RTIs:

∀ k ∈ K, ∀ j ∈ J, Mjk =

⌈
∑
r∈R

Xjkr

Capr
+ ∑

r′∈R′

Yjkr′
Capr′

⌉
(A10)

Based on the results of the flowmodel, we calculate the associated empty‑RTI variable
inventory requirement for both pool (VarNeedr) and dedicated RTIs (VarNeedr′) with the
same formula used thus far.

∀ r ∈ R, VarNeedr = ∑
j∈J,k∈K

LUFjk ∗ Xjkr + ∑
j∈J,k∈K

Qjkr Where Qjkr =
Xjkr

Mjk
(A11)

∀ r ∈ R′, VarNeedr′ = ∑
j∈J,k∈K

LUFjk ∗Yjkr′ + ∑
j∈J,k∈K

Qjkr′ Where Qjkr′ =
Yjkr′
Mjk

(A12)

The secondmodel to be adapted is the Customer–Supplier Frequencymodel. For this
model, the inputs are the pool and dedicated RTI flows (Xjkr and Yjkr′ ) and the return fre‑
quencies (Mjk) determined previously. The change would consist in taking the additional
inputs related to the quantity of empty RTIs available for the reverse flows of the dedicated
RTIs (VarStockr′).
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